
Chapter 5

Summary and Conclusions

Network congestion occurs when there is a long-term build-up in the size of queues in
routers. Queues increase in size when the rate of incoming traffic is greater than the speed
of the out-bound link. Congestion can result from connections sending data too quickly or
too many new connections entering the network at the same time. Congestion often, but
not always, leads to packet loss. If the finite queues fill to capacity, packets are no longer
admitted to the queue and are dropped. Long-term congestion, where there are persistent
large queues, may not lead to packet loss, but is still not a desirable situation. The longer
a queue, the longer packets at the end of the queue must wait before being forwarded. This
leads to large queuing delays, which degrades the performance of interactive applications.

Congestion control algorithms were developed to alleviate periods of congestion and avoid
future occurrences of congestion collapse. The congestion control algorithms that have been
proposed forced flows to carefully increase their sending rates in uncongested periods and to
reduce their sending rates after incidents of packet loss. The goal of any congestion control
algorithm is to maximize network utilization while minimizing data loss and queuing delay.
To maximize network utilization, there should always be a backlog of data for a router to
forward, so that the out-bound link is never idle. To minimize data loss, the router’s queue
should never overflow. To minimize queuing delay, the queue should be small. The ideal is for
there always to be exactly one packet in the queue. Short-lived bursts of traffic are common
occurrences in the Internet. These bursts do result in an increase in the size of network
queues, but they are short-lived, and so, should not trigger a congestion indication (whether
a congestion notification signal or packet loss). Buffers in routers should be large enough
to allow for short bursts of incoming traffic, but should also limit the maximum amount of
queuing delay when large queues persist.

Researchers have looked at the congestion control problem either by making changes to
routers and leaving end systems untouched or by making changes only to end systems and
treating the network as a “black box.” Router-based mechanisms, such as active queue
management (AQM), come from the idea that drop-tail routers are the problem. These
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mechanisms make changes to the routers so that they notify senders when congestion is
occurring. End-to-end approaches are focused on making changes to TCP Reno, rather
than the drop-tail queuing mechanism. Most of these approaches try to detect and react
to congestion earlier than TCP Reno (i.e., before segment loss occurs) by monitoring the
network using end-to-end measurements.

Some routers use AQM techniques to control the size of their queues over a long-term.
AQM schemes like Random Early Detection (RED) monitor the queue size and decide to
mark packets when the average queue size reaches certain thresholds. If a packet is chosen
by RED to be marked, the packet is either dropped or a bit is set in its header. If the
sender and receiver understand header-based congestion notifications, the packet is marked
and forwarded. If not, the packet is dropped. In this way, the flow’s sender gets an early
notification that the queue is building up and congestion is occurring. The sender, then, can
reduce its sending rate and help to reduce the queue size before the queue overflows. RED
specifically is designed in such a way that short-lived traffic bursts do not result in congestion
notifications.

Strictly end-to-end congestion control mechanisms rely only on the information that can
be obtained by end systems alone. When a flow is competing with other flows for network
resources, the congestion control algorithm must infer information about the network. For
example, when a TCP Reno flow detects that a segment has been lost, it infers that a queue
has overflowed. There is no explicit signal from the network letting the sender know that a
segment has been dropped. Conversely, when a TCP Reno flow receives an ACK, it infers that
the queues in intermediate routers did not overflow. There is no indication from the routers
how full the queues are or if they overflowed and dropped segments from a different flow.
TCP Reno relies on a binary signal of congestion – either segments are dropped, hence there
is congestion, or there is no congestion. When there is no congestion, TCP Reno probes for
additional bandwidth. This works toward the goal of increasing network utilization. When
there is congestion, TCP Reno reduces its sending rate in order to minimize further data loss.
Unfortunately, the only way for TCP Reno to detect congestion is through segment loss. So,
TCP Reno strives to fill network buffers and then reacts only when they overflow.

Delay-based congestion control algorithms (DCA) monitor a flow’s round-trip time (RTT)
and react accordingly. An increase in RTT is interpreted as an increase in queuing delay.
An increase in queuing delay means that queues are building up and congestion is likely
to be occurring. Changes in delay are another data point, along with segment drops, that
a congestion control algorithm can use to determine when congestion is occurring. DCA
algorithms allow a sender to react to network congestion before segment loss occurs. The
goal of these algorithms is to more efficiently use network resources by keeping smaller queues
and avoiding segment loss.
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Round-trip times are often not reliable sources of forward, or data, path queuing delays.
Many Internet paths are asymmetric, where data segments face different congestion condi-
tions (and may even traverse different links) than ACKs. The goal of congestion control
algorithms is to help alleviate congestion on the forward path, where data segments travel.
DCA algorithms could use the forward-path one-way transit times (OTTs) instead of RTTs in
detecting the presence of congestion. But, in order to accurately measure OTTs, synchronized
clocks are required on the sender and receiver.

In this dissertation, I studied methods for using synchronized clocks and OTTs in TCP
congestion control. Synchronized clocks allow the sender and receiver to exchange accurate
OTT information. These OTTs can then be used to estimate the queuing delay on the data
path by subtracting the current OTT from the minimum-observed OTT. Once the queuing
delay is determined, the congestion control algorithm can detect and react to periods of
congestion.

In this dissertation, I have made the following contributions:
• I developed a method for measuring a flow’s OTT and returning this exact timing

information to the sender.
• I performed an empirical comparison of several methods for using OTTs to detect

congestion.
• I developed Sync-TCP, an end-to-end congestion control mechanism based on using

OTTs for congestion detection.
• I performed a study of standards-track TCP congestion control and error recovery mech-

anisms in the context of HTTP traffic.

5.1 Acquiring and Communicating One-Way Transit Times

In developing Sync-TCP, I assumed the presence of synchronized clocks. Since the eval-
uation was performed in simulation, this was a reasonable assumption. One way of actually
acquiring synchronized clocks is to use the Global Positioning System (GPS) to receive time
and position updates from the orbiting satellites.

I inserted a new timestamp option into the TCP header to carry the exact timing infor-
mation obtained by the use of synchronized clocks. This option is carried in every segment
(both data and ACK) and contains the time the segment was sent, the time the most recently
received segment was sent, and the OTT of the most recently received segment. The receiver
of a segment performs the calculation of the OTT by subtracting the time the segment was
sent from the time the segment was received. In the next segment to be transmitted to the
sender (usually an ACK), the receiver places this OTT, the timestamp found in the received
segment’s header, and the time this segment is to be sent. When this ACK is received, the
sender can obtain the OTT experienced by the data segment, the time the data segment was
received, and the OTT of the ACK itself.
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I assume that the OTT accurately tracks the queuing delay and that there are no routing
changes which would cause a change in the propagation delay. In a single bottleneck envi-
ronment, the OTT does accurately track the queuing delay at the congested router. In an
environment with multiple congested links, the OTT corresponds to the sum of the queuing
delays at each router.

5.2 Congestion Detection

I looked at several methods of detecting congestion using queuing delays, which are based
on OTTs:

• SyncPQlen (percentage of the maximum queuing delay) – reports congestion whenever
the current queuing delay is greater than 50% of the maximum-observed queuing delay.

• SyncPMinOTT (percentage of the minimum OTT) – reports congestion whenever the
current queuing delay is greater than 50% of the minimum-observed OTT.

• SyncAvg (average queuing delay) – reports congestion whenever the average queuing
delay crosses a threshold.

• SyncTrend (trend analysis of queuing delays) – reports congestion when the trend of
the queuing delays is increasing.

• SyncMix (trend analysis of average queuing delay) – reports both the direction of the
trend of the average queuing delay and how close the average queuing delay is to the
maximum-observed queuing delay.

I compared the above congestion detection mechanisms in the context of 20 FTP flows
with no change in the reaction mechanism (i.e., the TCP Reno algorithm was followed for
changes to the congestion window). SyncMix is the combination of the best parts of the other
algorithms and was found to provide the best congestion detection.

5.3 Congestion Reaction

I looked at two different congestion reaction mechanisms. The first mechanism, SyncPcwnd,
performs the same adjustment to cwnd as TCP Reno upon the receipt of three duplicate ACKs
and as an ECN-enabled sender upon the receipt of a congestion notification. Whenever con-
gestion is detected, a sender using SyncPcwnd reduces cwnd by 50%. SyncPcwnd is designed
to be used with a congestion detection mechanism that provides a binary signal of conges-
tion. The second congestion reaction mechanism was specifically designed to be used with the
SyncMix congestion detection method and is called SyncMixReact. SyncMixReact adjusts
cwnd by setting α and β in the AIMD algorithm based on state of the network as reported by
SyncMix. Since a sender using SyncMix and SyncMixReact is sensitive to increases in queuing
delay, the sender should be allowed to increase its congestion window more aggressively than
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Figure 5.1: Simplified 6Q Parking Lot Topology

TCP Reno’s congestion avoidance. In SyncMixReact, the maximum increase to cwnd occurs
when the average queuing delay is between 0-25% of the maximum queuing delay and its
trend is decreasing. When this occurs, α is set to xi(t)

2 , where xi(t) is the current congestion
window. This increases the congestion window by 50% in one RTT. The maximum decrease
occurs when the average queuing delay is between 75-100% of the maximum-observed queuing
delay and the trend of the average queuing delay is increasing. SyncMixReact then sets β to
0.5, reducing the congestion window by 50%, which is the same adjustment that TCP Reno
makes when a segment loss is detected by three duplicate ACKs.

5.4 Sync-TCP

Sync-TCP is a family of end-to-end congestion control mechanisms based on using OTTs
for congestion detection. The combination of SyncPQlen congestion detection and SyncPcwnd
congestion reaction is referred to as “Sync-TCP (Pcwnd).” Likewise, the combination of
SyncMix congestion detection and SyncMixReact congestion reaction is referred to as “Sync-
TCP (MixReact).”

5.4.1 Evaluation

The evaluation of Sync-TCP was performed in NS-2 simulations using a parking lot topol-
ogy with six routers as illustrated in Figure 5.1. Each link was 10 Mbps, and congestion was
created by adding cross-traffic. I looked at an uncongested network in order to calibrate the
generated traffic. I also looked at a one bottleneck network where congestion was created by
many HTTP flows entering the same router.
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I evaluated Sync-TCP using both FTP and HTTP traffic. In all experiments, I used
two-way traffic and delayed ACKs. For experiments with HTTP traffic, I used Bell Labs’
PackMime model to generate HTTP traffic. In the case of a single congested link, each sim-
ulation was run until 250,000 HTTP request-response pairs were completed with an average
intensity between 50-105% of link capacity. In the two congested link setup, I ran various
levels of HTTP cross-traffic so that the total average loads on the congested links were 75%,
90%, and 105%. Because of the increase in simulation overhead and run time, the multiple
congested link simulations with 75% and 90% load were run until 150,000 request-response
pairs were completed. With 105% total load, 100,000 pairs were collected. For experiments
with FTP traffic, 20 infinite bulk transfer streams that ran for 10 minutes were used. For the
two congested link setup, 10 bulk transfer streams were used as cross-traffic.

For FTP traffic, I looked at the average throughput and loss percentage for each flow.
For HTTP traffic, I looked at HTTP response times as the main performance metric. I also
looked at throughput per response, loss rates, and queue size at the congested routers.

In the evaluation of Sync-TCP, I tested Sync-TCP (Pcwnd) and Sync-TCP (MixReact)
against the best standards-track TCP protocols, TCP Reno over drop-tail routers and ECN-
capable TCP SACK over Adaptive RED routers, referred to here as “SACK-ECN.”

5.4.2 Results

For FTP, I found that both Sync-TCP(Pcwnd) and Sync-TCP(MixReact) resulted in less
packet loss and lower queue sizes at the bottleneck link than TCP Reno. Additionally, for
both Sync-TCP protocols, goodput per flow was similar to that of TCP Reno. With FTP
traffic, 100% of the FTP flows encountered the conditions for both Sync-TCP protocols that
caused the transition from slow start to the Sync-TCP early congestion detection phase. The
exact timing information provided by synchronized clocks and OTTs allowed the flows to
back off early to keep queues small and avoid loss, but still maintain comparable goodput to
TCP Reno.

For HTTP traffic, there was no difference among the protocols at 50% load. At loads
of 60-105% of link capacity, both Sync-TCP(Pcwnd) and Sync-TCP(MixReact) had better
HTTP response time performance than both TCP Reno and SACK-ECN for response that
completed in under 1500 ms.

With HTTP traffic, not all of the flows saw conditions that triggered the transition from
slow start to the Sync-TCP early congestion phase. For Sync-TCP(Pcwnd) the number of
flows that used early congestion detection varied with the load level. The trigger for Sync-
TCP(Pcwnd) is segment loss, so as the load increased, the percentage of flows that experienced
segment loss also increased. Once over 10% of the Sync-TCP(Pcwnd) experienced segment
loss and used the early congestion detection mechanisms, response time performance improved
relative to the other protocols. For Sync-TCP(MixReact), the trigger to use early congestion
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detection is the receipt of nine ACKs. Since the response size distribution did not change with
load level, the percentage of completed responses greater than 25 KB (i.e., belonging to flows
that received nine ACKs or more) also remained at 5% regardless of load level. The flows that
used the early congestion detection mechanism were sensitive to increases in queuing delay
and backed off to keep queues short. The other 95% of the flows were not long enough (since
they generated under nine ACKs) to individually cause long-term congestion, so the longer
flows did not suffer from the shorter flows consuming all of the newly available bandwidth
when the longer flows backed off. All of the flows with Sync-TCP(MixReact) benefited from
the lower queue sizes resulting from some flows backing off.

Overall, the two Sync-TCP protocols perform better than the best standards-track TCP
protocols. The Sync-TCP protocols take advantage of synchronized clocks and the exact tim-
ing information of OTTs for early congestion detection. Even though both Sync-TCP(Pcwnd)
and Sync-TCP(MixReact) have some problems that should be addressed, they still outper-
formed the best standards-track AQM mechanism.

5.5 Standards-Track TCP Evaluation

In Appendix B, I report the results of an extensive study of the current standards-track
TCP protocols coupled with the most advanced standards-track AQM techniques. This study
was performed to determine the best standards-track TCP protocol and queue management
combination for HTTP traffic. This combination was then used as a point of comparison in
evaluating Sync-TCP.

This study was carried out in much the same manner as the evaluation of Sync-TCP, using
the same evaluation metrics. I studied the following combinations of end system congestion
control and queue management:

• TCP Reno over drop-tail routers with a queue length of twice the bandwidth-delay
product – “TCP Reno”.

• ECN-enabled TCP SACK over Adaptive RED routers with a target delay of 5 ms and
a queue length of five times the bandwidth-delay product (essentially an infinite queue)
– “SACK-ECN (5 ms, qlen = 340)”.

• ECN-enabled TCP SACK over Adaptive RED routers with a target queue size tuned
to the average queue size of Sync-TCP (MixReact) for the specific traffic load level and
a queue length of five times the bandwidth-delay product – “SACK-ECN (tuned, qlen
= 340)”.

• ECN-enabled TCP SACK over Adaptive RED routers with a target queue size tuned
to the average queue size of Sync-TCP (MixReact) for the specific traffic load level and
a queue length of twice the bandwidth-delay product - “SACK-ECN (tuned, qlen =
136)”.
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For HTTP traffic loads of 50-70% of the capacity of the bottleneck 10 Mbps link, SACK-
ECN (5 ms, qlen = 340) provided the best performance in terms of average goodput per
response and average queue size. For loads 85% and higher, SACK-ECN (tuned, qlen =
136) provided the best performance in terms of average packet loss at the bottleneck link,
average goodput per response, and HTTP response times. At loads of 60-70%, there is a
tradeoff between TCP Reno and SACK-ECN (5 ms, qlen = 340) in HTTP response time
performance. With this tradeoff, a higher percentage of flows finish in a short amount of time
with SACK-ECN than TCP Reno, but the performance of flows using TCP Reno improves
as the response time increases. At 80% load, this tradeoff is present between TCP Reno and
SACK-ECN (tuned, qlen = 136).

In total, there was no clear “best” protocol at all load levels. For this reason, the com-
parison to Sync-TCP was made against TCP Reno and SACK-ECN (5 ms, qlen = 340) for
loads 50-70% and against TCP Reno and SACK-ECN (tuned, qlen = 136) for loads 80% and
higher.

5.6 Future Work

From this dissertation, there are some clear directions for future work. These directions
can be classified as further analysis of Sync-TCP, extensions to Sync-TCP, or additional uses
for synchronized clocks.

5.6.1 Further Analysis

As in all evaluations, there is more analysis that can be performed. I would like to further
investigate the accuracy of clock synchronization needed for Sync-TCP, the performance of
Sync-TCP over many congested links, the performance of Sync-TCP over links with different
levels of congestion, and the performance of Sync-TCP that competes with ECN-capable TCP
Reno flows over Adaptive RED routers.

Accuracy of Clock Synchronization

In this work, I have assumed that end systems’ clocks were perfectly synchronized. Fu-
ture work could consider the threshold of clock synchronization before Sync-TCP congestion
detection performs poorly. For instance, GPS clock synchronization promises sub-millisecond
accuracy. Using GPS indoors is problematic, but one solution could be to use NTP to prop-
agate the clock signal. It is reasonable to expect that clocks of computers on a WAN could
be synchronized to within 1-2 ms if there were GPS time sources that could be used as NTP
servers located on managed networks with low delay variability. If the threshold for Sync-
TCP operation is low (meaning that the only a low degree of accuracy is needed), NTP could
be a viable alternative to GPS synchronization, or relative delays may be able to used instead
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of requiring synchronization and OTTs. Or, on paths that have a high probability of being
symmetric, RTTs could be used.

Multiple Congested Links

The congestion signal that Sync-TCP monitors is queuing delay. The queuing delay that
Sync-TCP uses on multiple congested links is the sum of all queuing delays on the path. As
more congested links are introduced in the path, this signal gets more diluted. For example,
if Qi is the queuing delay experienced by packets of flow i, qj is the queuing delay at router j,
and N is the number of routers in the path, then Qi =

∑N
j=1 qj . As N grows, the contribution

of each qj diminishes. I would like to look at the maximum number of congested links and
amount of queuing delay that could be tolerated before Sync-TCP congestion detection breaks.

Incremental Deployment of Sync-TCP

Note that in all of the evaluations of Sync-TCP, I assumed that all flows were operating
under the same protocol. For example, I did not evaluate the behavior of any Sync-TCP flows
competing against TCP Reno flows over drop-tail routers. The goal of TCP Reno congestion
control is to overflow the network queues by continually probing for available bandwidth.
The goal of Sync-TCP congestion control is to keep the queue relatively small. In a mixed
environment, TCP Reno flows would continue to increase their sending rates as Sync-TCP
flows backed off due to increased queuing delay. Therefore, the TCP Reno flows would see
higher throughput than the Sync-TCP flows. Additionally, Sync-TCP flows competing with
TCP Reno flows would see lower throughput than when competing solely with other Sync-
TCP flows.

The inability of traditional delay-based congestion avoidance algorithms to coexist with
TCP Reno and, therefore, be incrementally deployed has been explored by Martin [MNR00].
This result carries over to OTT-based algorithms such as Sync-TCP based on their sensitivity
to queuing delays. Although the inability to be incrementally deployed is a shortcoming of
delay-based congestion control algorithms, the study of these algorithms can offer insight into
the nature and behavior of congestion and could point to new directions for future congestion
control techniques. Additionally, Martin’s work indicated that if a certain percentage of flows
were sensitive to delays, overall network performance could be improved (i.e., lower packet
loss and queue sizes). I would like to investigate what percentage of Sync-TCP flows would be
needed in an environment of TCP Reno over drop-tail routers to affect such an improvement.

Additionally, I would like to investigate if Sync-TCP flows could coexist with TCP Reno
flows if all of the routers were running Adaptive RED. The Adaptive RED routers would try
to keep their average queue sizes low by dropping packets, so the Sync-TCP flows may not
always see the queuing delay increasing until the queues overflowed.
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5.6.2 Extensions to Sync-TCP

Using the measurements provided by the Sync-TCP timestamp option, several extensions
could be made to Sync-TCP to improve performance.

Estimate of Queuing Available in the Network

Sync-TCP(MixReact) has poor performance for long flows that do not experience segment
loss (for example, as in the 50-60% load HTTP experiments). These flows do not have a good
estimate of the maximum amount of queuing in the network and, if the maximum-observed
queuing delay is less than 10 ms, they use a modified algorithm to determine the magnitude
of the change in queuing delay returned by the SyncMix congestion detection mechanism.
Both this algorithm and the 10 ms threshold do not allow the congestion window to grow
adequately to take advantage of the fact that flows using Sync-TCP(MixReact) are backing
off and avoiding packet loss. One approach could be to look at the number of ACKs (and,
thus, OTT estimates) that have returned since the maximum-observed queuing delay was
computed. If this count crossed a reasonable threshold, and thus, the maximum-observed
queuing delay was stable, then the current maximum-observed queuing delay could be said
to be a good estimate of the maximum queuing available in the network. Another approach
would be to use trend analysis of the average queuing delay as the main congestion detection
factor and use a standard reaction based on if the trend was increasing or decreasing. This
would be very similar to SyncTrend congestion detection with a new congestion reaction
mechanism.

ACK Compression

Senders could use the timestamps to detect and compensate for ACK compression (See
section 4.1.2). This would prevent bursts of data segments resulting from ACK compression.
Using Sync-TCP timestamps, a sender can determine the original spacing of the ACKs and
increase its congestion window at that rate.

Delayed Acknowledgments

I have seen that not using delayed acknowledgments can cause increased loss rates from
additional ACKs competing for buffer space with data packets. Using Sync-TCP, receivers
could measure the OTTs and congestion on the ACK path. They could then perform ACK
congestion control, which could help reduce the chance that ACKs were dropped and help
alleviate congestion on the ACK path. The reduction in the frequency of delayed ACKs could
improve performance, but the impact on the operation of TCP congestion control would need
to be investigated. Perhaps, especially on short-delay links, an “ACK every other packet”
policy is more aggressive than is needed.
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Fairness

The Sync-TCP congestion reaction mechanism could be adjusted to use the exact RTTs
as a basis for changes to the congestion window. This could improve fairness to flows that
have long RTTs.

5.6.3 Additional Uses for Synchronized Clocks in TCP

Synchronized clocks could be useful in other parts of TCP. More accurate round-trip
timers are one area of interest. Additionally, synchronized clocks on end systems could be used
to report reliable delay statistics to time-critical interactive applications. These applications
could then adapt to give the user the best performance based on current network conditions.

The application of Sync-TCP depends on the availability of synchronized clocks on end sys-
tems. With the increasing popularity of mobile devices, many of which are already equipped
with GPS receivers, comes the opportunity to look for ways to use Sync-TCP to improve
network performance for these devices. For example, in wireless environments, data trans-
mission is susceptible to failures due to interference. Many times segments are lost because
of these transmission errors rather than because of congestion. Basing congestion detection
on queuing delay rather than segment loss could greatly improve performance in such en-
vironments. For example, segment losses that were not preceded by large delays could be
assumed to be link errors rather than congestion errors. Sync-TCP currently uses segment
loss as a signal that the maximum-observed queuing delay is a good estimate of the maxi-
mum amount of queuing in the network. If link errors in a wireless network occurred, the
subsequent computed queuing delays probably would not be a good estimate of the maximum
queuing in the network. So, instead of waiting for a segment drop, Sync-TCP could count the
number of ACKs that have arrived since the maximum-observed queuing delay was computed
and declare that the algorithm has a good estimate when the number of ACKs is significant.
Wireless environments also bring up other issues, such as retransmissions triggered at the link
level, which would increase delays, but not necessarily be due to congestion. There may be
little that an end-to-end protocol can do to detect such occurrences, though.

5.7 Summary

This dissertation demonstrates that one-way transit times (OTTs), provided by the use
of synchronized clocks, can be used to improve TCP congestion control. Two versions of
Sync-TCP, a family of end-to-end congestion control protocols that take advantage of the
knowledge of OTTs, have been shown to reduce packet loss rates and queue sizes over TCP
Reno. In the context of HTTP traffic, flows see improved response time performance when
all flows use one of the Sync-TCP protocols as opposed to TCP Reno.


